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Abstract
We extend the lower bounds on the complexity of computing Betti
numbers proved in [BC] to complex algebraic varieties. More precisely,
we ﬁrst prove that the problem of deciding connectedness of a complex
aﬃne or projective variety given as the zero set of integer polynomials
is PSPACE-hard. Then we prove FPSPACE-hardness for the more general
problem of computing Betti numbers of ﬁxed order of a complex projective
variety.
1 Introduction
It is shown in [Can88], that one can compute the number of connected compo-
nents of a semialgebraic set given by integer polynomials in the complexity class
FPSPACE, the class of Boolean functions computable by a Turing machine in
polynomial space [Uen05]. The corresponding lower bound follows from work
of Reif [Rei79, Rei87], thus the problem is indeed FPSPACE-complete. In [BC]
the stronger result for the problem restricted to compact real algebraic sets is
proved (a gap in that proof will be ﬁlled in an appendix of this paper). In [BCdN]
also the PSPACE-completeness of the problem of deciding connectedness of the
semilinear set described by an additive decision circuit is shown.
Since any complex algebraic variety can also be seen as a real algebraic
set, it follows that the problem of counting the connected components of an
algebraic variety over the complex numbers is also in FPSPACE. But clearly the
corresponding lower bound does not follow from the above results. Our goals
in this paper are to prove that it is PSPACE-hard to decide if a complex variety
is connected, and to generalise this hardness result to higher Betti numbers
of ﬁxed order. The inherent complexity of the latter problem is not as well
understood as for the zeroth Betti number. The development of even single
exponential time algorithms for computing all Betti numbers of a semialgebraic
set is a major open problem. However, recent results of S. Basu [Bas05] show
that for ﬁxed ` one can compute the ﬁrst ` Betti numbers of a semialgebraic
set in single exponential time. It is an interesting open question whether Basu’s
algorithm can be implemented in polynomial space.
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11.1 Connectedness
We consider complex aﬃne varieties Z = Z(f1,...,fr) ⊆ Cn given as the zero
set of ﬁnitely many polynomials f1,...,fr ∈ C[X1,...,Xn], as well as complex
projective varieties Z = Z(f1,...,fr) ⊆ Pn given by homogeneous polynomials
f1,...,fr ∈ C[X0,...,Xn]. Since we want to study our problems in the Turing
model, we restrict to varieties given by polynomials with integer coeﬃcients.
A standard argument [BC05, Remark 6.3] shows that the complexity of the
considered problems is not aﬀected by changing the encoding of the input poly-
nomials from dense to sparse or even straight-line program representation. Let
us specify the exact formulation of our ﬁrst problem.
ConnC (Connectedness of aﬃne varieties) Given polynomials f1,...,fr ∈
Z[X1,...,Xn], decide whether Z(f1,...,fr) ⊆ Cn is connected.
Our ﬁrst main result is
Theorem 1.1. The problem ConnC is PSPACE-hard with respect to many-one
reductions.
We will also prove a projective version of this theorem and conclude that
the corresponding counting problems are FPSPACE-hard.
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 uses the strategy of [BC03], [BC], and [BCdN]
together with some new ideas. B¨ urgisser and Cucker used the fact, that each
language in PSPACE can be decided by a symmetric Turing machine. Such a
machine has a symmetric transition function and thus an undirected conﬁgu-
ration graph, so membership to the language can be decided by solving the
reachability problem in an undirected graph. Note that this graph has an expo-
nential number of vertices, but can be described succinctly, i.e., by a Boolean
circuit which decides adjacency of two given vertices. Then this conﬁguration
graph has been representated as a semilinear set by mapping the vertices to
points in real aﬃne space and edges to the line segments between them. One
can show that membership to this set can be decided by an additive circuit of
polynomial size. In this way the reachability problem translates to the reacha-
bility problem in a succinctly given semilinear set, which in turn can be reduced
to the problem of counting connected components as follows. One connects the
two given points by new line segments obtaining a new semilinear set. Then
the two points are connected in the original set iﬀ the number of connected
components does not change by this modiﬁcation.
We modify this strategy in several respects. We avoid the use of symmet-
ric Turing machines by observing that one can simply pass to the underlying
undirected graph, since we are dealing with deterministic Turing machines (cf.
Lemma 2.1). To be able to reduce to the problem of connectedness we con-
struct from the given Turing machine a two-tape machine in order to obtain an
acyclic conﬁguration graph (cf. Lemma 3.1). Here special attention has to be
paid to those conﬁgurations, which occur in no computation from any input.
In this way, at the cost of a second tape, we gain the ability to transform the
conﬁguration graph into a forest of two trees. In this situation the reachability
problem can easily be reduced to deciding connectedness. Since we are deal-
ing with complex varieties, we embed these graphs into the complex aﬃne or
projective space by mapping edges to complex lines.
21.2 Betti Numbers
To formulate the generalisation to higher Betti numbers we introduce the fol-
lowing problem.
ProjBetti(k)C (Computing the kth Betti number of projective varieties)
Given homogeneous polynomials f1,...,fr ∈ Z[X0,...,Xn], compute the kth
Betti number of Z(f1,...,fr) ⊆ Pn.
Now we can state our second main result.
Theorem 1.2. For each k ∈ N the problem ProjBetti(k)C is FPSPACE-hard
with respect to Turing reductions.
We prove this theorem by induction on k. Clearly, the case k = 0 follows
from the projective version of Theorem 1.1. The case k = 1 is treated with the
same reduction as above by observing, that an additional edge from the leaf
of a tree to its root introduces a cycle, whereas it does not, when the leaf is
connected to the root of another tree.
For the induction step we reduce ProjBetti(k)C to ProjBetti(k + 2)C.
This reduction consists of the construction of the (algebraic) suspension Σ(Z) of
a projective variety Z ⊆ Pn, which is deﬁned as the join of Z with an additional
point p outside of Pn. As an illustration consider the following toy example.
Take Z as being two distinct points in Pn. Then the join of Z with p is nothing
else as the union of two lines meeting in p, thus topologically S2 ∨ S2. One
sees in this simple example that the zeroth Betti number of Z agrees with the
second Betti number of Σ(Z). This shift of the Betti numbers by 2 is generally
true. This fact is shown in Appendix A.6, p. 78 of [FM94] for the more general
construction of a m-fold cone (where the Betti numbers are shifted by 2m), but
only for the special case of a smooth variety. Here we will prove this result
for possibly singular varieties for m = 1. In order to do so, we will construct
the blow-up of Σ(Z) at p and show that this is a sphere bundle over Z, whose
homology can be computed with standard tools.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we ﬁx some conventions and notations about Turing machines.
Fix the input alphabet {0,1}. Because of the construction mentioned above
we use machines with several tapes. Let M be a deterministic k-tape Turing
machine with set of states Q, starting state q0 ∈ Q, tape alphabet Γ, and
transition function
δ: (Q \ {qacc,qrej}) × Γk −→ Q × (Γ × D)k.
Here qacc,qrej ∈ Q denote the accepting and rejecting state, respectively, and
D := {←,−,→} denotes the set of possible movements of the read-write heads
of M. Since we will not consider sub-linear space bounds, we do not require
distinguished input- and output-tapes. We think of each tape as being inﬁnite in
both directions and ﬁlled up with blank symbols t, thus we assume {t,0,1} ⊆ Γ.
At the beginning of the computation, all heads are placed at position 1, and an
input word of length n is written on the ﬁrst tape from position 1 to n. We can
3and will assume that the Turing machine operates only in the region of the tapes
to the right of position 0 (the machine has to visit the cell at position 0 in order
to detect the beginning of the word written on the tape). By the space demand
of a computation we will mean the maximal number of cells the computation
needs on each tape.
Let p = p(n) be a space bound of M for a ﬁxed input size n ∈ N. A
conﬁguration of M is a k × (p + 1)-matrix c over the extended tape alphabet
e Γ := Γ∪(Γ×Q), whose rows correspond to the contents of the tapes, where the
symbol at the head-position is replaced by the pair of that symbol and the cur-
rent state, i.e., c = (c1,...,ck)t with cν = (σ0,...,σh−1,(σh,q),σh+1,...,σp),
where (σ0,...,σp) is the content and h is the head-position of the νth tape.
Occasionally, we will call the tape positions 0 to p the legal region of the tape.
We denote by Cn ⊆ e Γk×(p+1) the set of conﬁgurations of M. For c,c0 ∈ Cn
we say that c yields c0 and write c ` c0 iﬀ c0 is the resulting conﬁguration after
one computation step of M performed on c. The conﬁguration digraph of M is
deﬁned to be the directed graph with vertex set Cn and an edge (c,c0) ∈ C2
n
iﬀ c ` c0. We deﬁne the conﬁguration graph Gn to be the undirected graph
obtained from the conﬁguration digraph by forgetting the orientation of the
edges.
It is a standard method to decide membership of an input to the language
decided by M by solving the reachability problem for the directed conﬁguration
graph. Now we observe that, in the case of deterministic Turing machines, we
can consider the undirected conﬁguration graph, since each path from an input
to a ﬁnal conﬁguration automatically has to be directed.
Lemma 2.1. Let the language L ⊆ {0,1}∗ be decided by the deterministic
Turing machine M. For any input w ∈ {0,1}n let i(w) be its unique start
conﬁguration. Then for all w ∈ {0,1}n there exists a path from i(w) to an
accepting conﬁguration cacc in the conﬁguration graph of M iﬀ w ∈ L.
Proof. We have to prove the ”only if” direction. Let Gn = (Cn,En) denote
the conﬁguration graph of M. Let c0 = i(w),c1,...,cm = cacc be a path
from the start to an accepting conﬁguration, i.e., for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m we have
{ci−1,ci} ∈ En. If (ci−1,ci) is an edge in the conﬁguration digraph for all i,
we have a directed path and are done. So let us assume that there exists
an i such that (ci−1,ci) is not a directed edge. Let i0 be the maximal index
with this property. But then (ci0,ci0−1) is a directed edge. Since cacc has
no next conﬁguration, we have i0 < m. Hence (ci0,ci0+1) is a directed edge,
and ci0 has the two following conﬁgurations ci0+1 and ci0−1, in contradiction to
determinism, so no such i0 exists. 2
3 Obtaining an Acyclic Conﬁguration Graph
Since we want to consider the problem of deciding connectedness, our aim is
to construct from the conﬁguration graph a variety with exactly two connected
components. The problem is that there are conﬁgurations occurring in no com-
putation from any input and thus behaving unpredictably. We modify the Tur-
ing machine appropriately to control this behaviour, in particular we achieve
that the conﬁguration digraph has no cycles. Unfortunately, this costs the use
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lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a single-tape Turing machine with space bound s(n)
deciding the language L ⊆ {0,1}. Then there exists a 2-tape Turing machine N
with space bound p(n) = O(s(n)) deciding L with the following properties:
1. the conﬁguration digraph of N has no cycles,
2. the machine N operates in each step on one tape only,
Remark 3.2. Note that after the modiﬁcation of the above lemma there are also
no undirected cycles in the conﬁguration graph, since otherwise there would
exist a conﬁguration with two successors (similar as in the proof of Lemma 2.1).
Proof. The idea is to count the computation steps of M in binary representa-
tion on the second tape ensuring that a computation starting on an arbitrary
conﬁguration never returns to that conﬁguration. For this purpose we write the
digits of the counter in reversed order on the tape and interpret all symbols
except 1 as 0.
Now let M = (Q,Γ,δ,q0,qacc,qrej) be a Turing machine as in the lemma.
We construct a new machine N by replacing each computation step of M with
the following procedure, which increments the counter on tape 2. During this
procedure we store the state of M as the ﬁrst component of a pair, whose second
component controls the incremention as follows. The head of tape 2 moves to
the right, replaces each 1 by 0 until the ﬁrst symbol other than 1 is reached
and replaces it by 1. Then it moves to the left until the ﬁrst blank symbol t is
reached, and moves again one position to the right. During all this, nothing on
tape 1 is changed. Finally, the postponed transition of M can be performed on
the ﬁrst tape.
Formally, the machine N = (R,Γ,ε,q0,qacc,qrej) is deﬁned as follows. Let
R := Q
¦
∪ (Q× × {q0
0,q0
1,q0
2}),
where Q× := Q \ {qacc,qrej}, and deﬁne
ε: (R \ {qacc,qrej}) × Γ2 −→ R × (Γ × D)2
by
ε(q,σ1,σ2) :=
¡
(q,q0
0),σ1,−,σ2,−
¢
∀q ∈ Q×,σ1,σ2 ∈ Γ,
ε
¡
(q,q0
0),σ,1
¢
:=
¡
(q,q0
0),σ,−,0,→
¢
∀q ∈ Q×,σ ∈ Γ,
ε
¡
(q,q0
0),σ1,σ2
¢
:=
¡
(q,q0
1),σ1,−,1,−
¢
∀q ∈ Q×,σ1,σ2 ∈ Γ,σ2 6= 1,
ε
¡
(q,q0
1),σ1,σ2
¢
:=
¡
(q,q0
1),σ1,−,σ2,←
¢
∀q ∈ Q×,σ1,σ2 ∈ Γ,σ2 6= t,
ε
¡
(q,q0
1),σ,t
¢
:=
¡
(q,q0
2),σ,−,t,→
¢
∀q ∈ Q×,σ ∈ Γ,
ε
¡
(q,q0
2),σ1,σ2
¢
:=
¡
δ(q,σ1),σ2,−
¢
∀q ∈ Q×,σ1,σ2 ∈ Γ.
It is clear that N decides the same language as M and uses space p(n) =
O(s(n)).
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lead to any cycle, whatever the starting conﬁguration is. Indeed, during this
procedure the state of N can only change in the order q → (q,q0
0) → (q,q0
1) →
(q,q0
2) → q0 with some q,q0 ∈ Q. Further, in the state (q,q0
0) the head either
moves to the right or the state changes, in the state (q,q0
1) it moves either to
the left or the state changes, in the state (q,q0
2) the state changes anyway. In all
cases the conﬁguration changes, and at the end of the procedure it is diﬀerent
from the one at the beginning unless δ(q,σ1) = (q,σ1,−).
So consider a cycle c0,...,cm in the conﬁguration digraph of M, i.e., ci−1 ` ci
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and c0 = cm. Let h denote the head position and u =
(σ0,...,σp) the content of tape 2, where p = p(n). We start with conﬁgura-
tion (c0,c1
0)t, where c1
0 := (σ0,...,σh−1,(σh,q),σh+1,...,σp), and consider the
following cases:
1. σh = ··· = σp = 1. Then the head on tape 2 goes on moving to the right
until it leaves the legal region of the tape. Thus, we reach a vertex with
outdegree 0.
2. σj 6= 1 for some h ≤ j ≤ p and σi = t for some 0 ≤ i < h. Let i0 be
the maximal such i and j0 the minimal such j. Then the head moves to
the right switching 1’s to 0 as in case 1. Reaching position j0, the head
writes 1, enters state (q,q0
1), moves to the left until it reaches position i0,
enters state (q,q0
2), moves to the right, and enters the state of c1. Thus,
after this procedure the conﬁguration (c0,c1
0)t has changed to (c1,c1
1)t with
c1
1 := (σ0,...,σi0,(σ0
i0+1,q0),σ0
i0+2,...,σ0
p), where (σ0
h,...,σ0
j0) represents
the binary number one bigger than (σh,...,σj0). Note that at the end the
head can be placed to the left of the original position, so that the whole
tape content can represent a number diﬀerent than the original number
plus one. But nevertheless, the number on the tape has become greater.
3. σj 6= 1 for some h ≤ j ≤ p and σi 6= t for all 0 ≤ i < h. Then the machine
begins as in case 2, but as the head moves to the left, it does not ﬁnd any
blank symbol, so that it leaves the legal region of the tape to the left.
In this way N runs through a sequence of conﬁgurations (c0,c1
0)t,(c1,c1
1)t,...,
each of which is diﬀerent from the preceeding ones, since the numbers on tape 2
strictly increase. This process ends at some point with case 1 or case 3 above,
where a ﬁnal conﬁguration is reached. Thus, claim 1 follows. Claim 2 is obvious
by construction. 2
4 Embedding the Conﬁguration Graph
In order to transfer combinatorial to topological properties, we have to represent
the conﬁguration graph as a variety. In this section we study a technique to do
so. In [BC03] an undirected graph has been embedded in real aﬃne space by
mapping vertices to points and edges to line segments joining them. Here we
map vertices to points in aﬃne or projective space and edges to lines through
the two points corresponding to the vertices of that edge. Let K be either R
or C. Let An = An(K) and Pn = Pn(K) denote the aﬃne or projective n-
dimensional space over K, respectively. Two distinct points x,y ∈ An(Pn) deﬁne
6a unique line `(x,y) containing x and y. In the aﬃne case we have `(x,y) =
{tx + (1 − t)y |t ∈ K}, and in the projective case `(x,y) = {sx + ty |s,t ∈ K}.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph and ϕ: V −→ An(Pn) an injective map. We
assign to each edge e = {u,v} ∈ E the line ϕ(e) := `(ϕ(u),ϕ(v)).
Deﬁnition 4.1. The injective map ϕ: V −→ An(Pn) induces an embedding of
the graph G = (V,E) into An(Pn) iﬀ
(i) ∀v ∈ V,e ∈ E (ϕ(v) ∈ ϕ(e) ⇒ v ∈ e),
(ii) ∀e,e0 ∈ E (e ∩ e0 = ∅ ⇒ ϕ(e) ∩ ϕ(e0) = ∅).
The edge skeleton ϕ(G) of the embedding is deﬁned as the union of the lines
corresponding to all edges of G.
In other words, condition (i) says that each line ϕ(e) meets only the images
of vertices adjacent to e, whereas the condition (ii) states that images of disjoint
edges don’t intersect. It is clear that a map fulﬁlling these conditions preserves
all combinatorial properties of the graph, in particular two vertices are connected
in the graph iﬀ their images are connected in the edge skeleton.
As in Section 2 let M be a k-tape Turing machine with space bound p = p(n),
and Cn its set of conﬁgurations. Now let S denote the vector space with basis e Γ
over K, i.e., S =
L
γ∈e Γ Kγ. Deﬁne furthermore Vn :=
Lk
ν=1
Lp
i=0 S. This
means that for each tape, each head position, and each symbol we have a basis
vector, so that if we write γ ∈ Vn for some γ ∈ e Γ, γ “remembers” its tape
number and position on the tape. We have dimVn = k|e Γ|p(n) = O(p(n)). Now
deﬁne the map
ϕ: Cn −→ Vn, (cν
i ) 7→
k X
ν=1
p X
i=0
cν
i .
It is clear that ϕ is injective. Recall that Gn denotes the conﬁguration graph
of M.
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a Turing machine which operates in each step on only
one tape. Then the map ϕ induces an embedding of Gn into Vn.
Proof. (i) Let c ∈ Cn be a conﬁguration and e = {d, e d} be an edge in the
conﬁguration graph with ϕ(c) ∈ ϕ(e). Then there exists t ∈ K with
X
ν,i
cν
i = ϕ(c) = tϕ(d) + (1 − t)ϕ(e d) =
X
ν,i
(tdν
i + (1 − t)e dν
i ),
hence cν
i = tdν
i + (1 − t)e dν
i for all ν,i. Thus cν
i ,dν
i , e dν
i are linearly dependent
basis vectors, so that at least two of them must coincide. Since d 6= e d, there
exist ν,i with dν
i 6= e dν
i . Then cν
i ∈ {dν
i , e dν
i }, and t ∈ {0,1}. From this it follows,
say ϕ(c) = ϕ(d), and from injectivity c = d.
(ii) Let e = {c,d} and e e = {e c, e d} be edges with ϕ(e) ∩ ϕ(e e) 6= ∅. We have to
show that e ∩ e e 6= ∅. By assumption there exist s,t ∈ K with
X
ν,i
(scν
i +(1−s)dν
i ) = sϕ(c)+(1−s)ϕ(d) = tϕ(e c)+(1−t)ϕ(e d) =
X
ν,i
(te cν
i +(1−t)e dν
i ),
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i +(1−s)dν
i = te cν
i +(1−t)e dν
i for all ν,i. Now, if s ∈ {0,1} or t ∈ {0,1},
then the claim follows from (i), so let’s assume s,t / ∈ {0,1}. If cν
i = dν
i , then
cν
i = te cν
i +(1−t)e dν
i , and since t / ∈ {0,1} it follows cν
i = e cν
i = e dν
i . By symmetry,
we have for all ν,i
cν
i = dν
i ⇔ e cν
i = e dν
i ⇒ cν
i = dν
i = e cν
i = e dν
i . (1)
In the case cν
i 6= dν
i we have cν
i ∈ {e cν
i , e dν
i }, since s 6= 0, and analogously dν
i ∈
{e cν
i , e dν
i }. So we have for all ν,i
cν
i 6= dν
i ⇒ {cν
i ,dν
i } = {e cν
i , e dν
i }. (2)
By assumption, the Turing machine operates only on one tape, say on tape ν, so
that on all other tapes the content and head position do not change. It follows
that at most two entries of the conﬁgurations c and d diﬀer (similarly for e c
and e d). We distinguish two cases.
1. In the transition c ` d the head on tape ν does not move, say it stays at
position h. Say, the state changes (possibly) from q to q0, and the symbol
σ1 is replaced by σ0
1. Thus, if we write all entries of a conﬁgurations in
one line, we have the picture
c : c1
0 ··· cν
h−1 (σ1,q) cν
h+1 ··· ck
p
>
d : c1
0 ··· cν
h−1 (σ0
1,q0) cν
h+1 ··· ck
p.
From condition (1) it follows that the two conﬁgurations of the transition
e c ` e d have the same entries as c in all positions except (ν,h). Condition (2)
implies that in position (ν,h) the same entries occur, possibly in diﬀerent
order. Hence, if they occur in the same order, we have that c = e c, if they
occur in reversed order, c = e d.
2. In the transition c ` d the head on tape ν moves from position h, say
to the right (the other case is treated similarly). Let the state change
from q to q0, the symbol σ1 be replaced by σ0
1, and σ2 be the symbol at
position h + 1. Thus, we have
c : c1
0 ··· cν
h−1 (σ1,q) σ2 cν
h+2 ··· ck
p
>
d : c1
0 ··· cν
h−1 σ0
1 (σ2,q0) cν
h+2 ··· ck
p.
As above, from conditions (1) and (2) it follows that except for the trivial
cases c = e c and c = e d we have, say
e c : c1
0 ··· cν
h−1 (σ1,q) (σ2,q0) cν
h+2 ··· ck
p
>
e d : c1
0 ··· cν
h−1 σ0
1 σ2 cν
h+2 ··· ck
p.
These are obviously no legal conﬁgurations. 2
8Now we derive an embedding into projective space. Let Pn := P(Vn) denote
the projectivization of Vn, i.e., the set of all one-dimensional linear subspaces.
Then we have the canonical projection π: Vn \ {0} −→ Pn, mapping x 6= 0 to
the linear span of x. Now deﬁne
e ϕ: Cn −→ Pn, e ϕ := π ◦ ϕ, (3)
where ϕ is deﬁned as above. Since the image vectors of ϕ are pairwise linearly
independent, e ϕ is injective. Furthermore, the following projective version of
Lemma 4.2 follows with an almost identical proof, one only has to replace the
coeﬃcients 1 − t and 1 − s by new parameters t0 and s0, respectively.
Lemma 4.3. Let M be a Turing machine which operates in each step on only
one tape. Then the map e ϕ induces an embedding of Gn into Pn.
5 Computing Equations for the Embedded
Graph
In this section we give explicit equations describing the edge skeletons of the
embeddings constructed in the last section. Moreover, we will see that in case of
a polynomial space Turing machine one can construct these equations in poly-
nomial time (or even logarithmic space). Note that this is non-trivial, because
the conﬁguration graph of such a machine has exponentially many vertices and
therefore edges, thus the straight-forward method would lead to an exponential
number of equations. The following technique has some resemblance with the
proof of the Theorem of Cook and Levin. We begin with the aﬃne embedding.
Let M be a deterministic k-tape Turing machine. We use the notations
of Sections 2 and 4. Recall that Vn =
L
ν,i S, where S =
L
γ∈e Γ Kγ. Thus,
the vector space Vn is given by a natural basis consisting of k(p + 1) copies
of the elements of e Γ, thus each element x ∈ Vn can be written uniquely as a
sum x =
Pk
ν=1
Pp
i=0
P
γ∈e Γ xν
iγγ, so we will use the xν
iγ as coordinates. We will
identify a point
P
γ xν
iγγ ∈ S with the vector (xν
γ)γ and denote both by xν
i .
Let Xν
iγ for 1 ≤ ν ≤ k, 0 ≤ i ≤ p, γ ∈ e Γ be indeterminates, and denote by
Xν
i := (Xν
iγ)γ∈e Γ a family of indeterminates.
In the following a statement as Xν
i ∈ A for an algebraic subset A ⊆ S is a
concise way to express that the point of S described by the coordinate vector xν
i
belongs to A. For instance, Xν
i ∈ Γ will mean that there exists σ ∈ Γ such that
Xν
iσ = 1 and Xν
iγ = 0 for all γ ∈ e Γ \ {σ}. Thus it says that at position i of
tape ν there is a symbol of Γ.
To formulate the equations we construct an embedded graph describing all
possible local transitions of M from one conﬁguration to another. For this
purpose we will introduce some notations. We set ∆ := e Γ\Γ = Γ×Q. We call
a k × 2-matrix Σ = (Σν
i ) ∈ e Γk×2 a window. A pair of windows (Σ, e Σ) is called
a legal transition iﬀ there exist q,q0 ∈ Q, σ1
1,...,σk
1,e σ1
1,...,e σk
1,σ1
2,...,σk
2 ∈ Γ,
and D1,...,Dk ∈ D = {←,−,→} such that
(i) δ(q,σ1
1,...,σk
1) = (q0,e σ1
1,...,e σk
1,D1,...,Dk),
(ii) for all 1 ≤ ν ≤ k we have
Dν =→ ⇒ (Σν
1,Σν
2) = ((σν
1,q),σν
2) ∧ (e Σν
1, e Σν
2) = (e σν
1,(σν
2,q0)),
9Dν = − ⇒ (Σν
1,Σν
2) = ((σν
1,q),σν
2) ∧ (e Σν
1, e Σν
2) = ((e σν
1,q0),σν
2),
Dν =← ⇒ (Σν
1,Σν
2) = (σν
2,(σν
1,q)) ∧ (e Σν
1, e Σν
2) = ((σν
2,q0),e σν
1).
We call a window Σ legal, iﬀ there exists a window e Σ such that (Σ, e Σ) or (e Σ,Σ)
is a legal transition. Let W ⊆ e Γk×2 denote the set of legal windows.
We deﬁne the graph T with vertex set W and an edge {Σ, e Σ} for each legal
transition (Σ, e Σ). We embed T into Sk ⊕ Sk via the map
ϑ: W −→
k M
ν=1
2 M
i=1
S, Σ 7→
X
ν,i
Σν
i .
Now let Θ := ϑ(T) denote the edge skeleton of this embedding. Note that this
graph does not depend on the input length, and it is in particular describable
by a constant number of equations.
Lemma 5.1. The edge skeleton ϕ(Gn) can be described by the following formula:
^
ν
^
i<j<`
(Xν
i ∈ Γ ∨ Xν
j ∈ Γ ∨ Xν
` ∈ Γ) ∧ (4)
^
ν
^
i+1<j
(Xν
i ∈ Γ ∨ Xν
j ∈ Γ) ∧ (5)
^
ν


X
i
X
γ∈∆
Xν
iγ = 1

 ∧ (6)
^
1<i1,...,ik<p
(Fi1,...,ik ∨ Gi1,...,ik), (7)
where
Fi1,...,ik :=
_
d∈{−1,0}k
³
(X1
i1+d1,...,Xk
ik+dk,X1
i1+d1+1,...,Xk
ik+dk+1) ∈ Θ∧
^
ν
Xν
iν+(−1)dν+1 ∈ Γ
´
and
Gi1,...,ik :=
_
ν
³
(Xν
iν−1,Xν
iν) ∈ Γ2 ∨ (Xν
iν,Xν
iν+1) ∈ Γ2
´
.
Proof. First let x =
P
ν,i xν
i with xν
i ∈ S be an element of the edge skele-
ton ϕ(Gn). We have to show that it satisﬁes the formula above. There exist
conﬁgurations c,e c ∈ Cn and t ∈ K with c ` e c and
x = tϕ(c) + (1 − t)ϕ(e c) =
X
ν,i
(tcν
i + (1 − t)e cν
i ),
where c = (cν
i )ν,i and e c = (e cν
i )ν,i. It follows xν
i = tcν
i + (1 − t)e cν
i for all ν,i.
Let hν denote the head position on tape ν in conﬁguration c, and Dν ∈ {−1,0,1}
10correspond to the movement of the head. Then for all i / ∈ {hν,hν + Dν} we
have cν
i = e cν
i ∈ Γ, thus
xν
i = tcν
i + (1 − t)cν
i = cν
i ∈ Γ
for those i, hence (4) and (5). By the same reason we have
P
γ∈∆ xν
iγ = 0 for
all i / ∈ {hν,hν + Dν}. To compute the sum for these special indices, assume
ﬁrst that the head on tape ν moves (say, to the right). To simplify notation,
let γ1 := cν
hν, γ2 := cν
hν+1, e γ1 := e cν
hν, and e γ2 := e cν
hν+1. Then it follows γ1 ∈ ∆,
γ2 ∈ Γ, e γ1 ∈ Γ, and e γ2 ∈ ∆, hence
X
γ∈∆
xν
hνγ = xν
hνγ1 = t,
X
γ∈∆
xν
hν+1,γ = xν
hν+1,e γ2 = 1 − t,
and (6) follows in this case. If the head on tape ν stays at position hν, then
γ2 = e γ2 ∈ Γ and γ1,e γ1 ∈ ∆. Hence,
X
γ∈∆
xν
iνγ = xν
hνγ1 + xν
hνe γ1 = 1,
and (6) follows also in this case. It remains to show formula (7). Let 1 <
i1,...,ik < p, and assume that Gi1,...,ik is not satisﬁed. This implies ∀ν xν
iν / ∈
Γ, i.e., the head stays at position iν or moves from/to this position. Deﬁne
dν := min{hν,hν + Dν} − iν. Then dν ∈ {−1,0}, and iν + dν is the leftmost
position which is aﬀected by the transition. It follows, that the windows
Σ :=



c1
i1+d1 c1
i1+d1+1
. . .
. . .
ck
ik+dk ck
ik+dk+1


, e Σ :=



e c1
i1+d1 e c1
i1+d1+1
. . .
. . .
e ck
ik+dk e ck
ik+dk+1



are legal and (Σ, e Σ)is a legal transition. Thus, (7) follows.
To show the other direction, let x =
P
ν,i xν
i with xν
i ∈ S be an element of Vn
satisfying equations (4) to (7). From (4) it follows that for all ν at most two of
the components xν
i / ∈ Γ, and from (5) that these must be located at neighbouring
positions. Hence, there exist iν such that xν
i ∈ Γ for all i / ∈ {iν,iν + 1} holds.
Chose iν to be the maximal indices with this property. From (6) we have
X
i
X
γ∈∆
xν
iγ =
X
γ∈∆
(xν
iν,γ + xν
iν+1,γ) = 1,
hence xν
iν / ∈ Γ or xν
iν+1 / ∈ Γ for all ν. By maximality it follows xν
iν / ∈ Γ.
Then Gi1,...,ik is not fulﬁlled, so that Fi1,...,ik has to be. Hence, there exist
d1,...,dk ∈ {−1,0}, a legal transition of windows (Σ, e Σ), and t ∈ K with
X
ν
xν
iν+dν+
X
ν
xν
iν+dν+1 = t
X
ν,i=1,2
Σν
i +(1−t)
X
ν,i=1,2
e Σν
i =
X
ν,i=1,2
(tΣν
i +(1−t)e Σν
i ),
hence xν
iν+dν = tΣν
1 + (1 − t)e Σν
1 and xν
iν+dν+1 = tΣν
2 + (1 − t)e Σν
2 for all ν.
Furthermore xν
iν+(−1)dν+1 ∈ Γ, which just means, that the one of the three
components xν
iν−1,xν
iν,xν
iν+1, which is not yet determined, must be an element
11of Γ. Now we can deﬁne the two conﬁgurations c := (cν
i )ν,i and e c := (e cν
i )ν,i as
follows. Set jν := iν + dν,
cν
i :=



xν
i , if i / ∈ {jν,jν + 1}
Σν
1, if i = jν
Σν
2, if i = jν + 1
, e cν
i :=



xν
i , if i / ∈ {jν,jν + 1}
e Σν
1, if i = jν
e Σν
2, if i = jν + 1
.
Then it is clear that c ` e c and
x =
X
ν,i
xν
i
=
X
ν,i6=jν,jν+1
cν
i +
X
ν
(tcν
jν + (1 − t)e cν
jν) +
X
ν
(tcν
jν+1 + (1 − t)e cν
jν+1)
= tϕ(c) + (1 − t)ϕ(e c). 2
Remark 5.2. (i) Since Γ and Θ can be described by a constant number of
equations, the above formula can be expressed as a conjunction of O(p3 +
pk) = pO(1) equations.
(ii) It should be clear that (under the condition that p(n) can be computed
in logarithmic space in n) on input n the equations of the above lemma
can be computed in space logarithmic in p(n).
Now we give the corresponding equations for the projective embedding. Sim-
ilarly as above we will write Xν
i ∈ A with an algebraic subset A ⊆ Pn for the
statement, that the point given by the homogeneous coordinates xν
i lies in A.
For instance, Xν
i ∈ π(Γ), where π: Vn \ {0} −→ Pn denotes the canonical pro-
jection, means that there exists σ ∈ Γ such that Xν
iσ 6= 0 and Xν
iγ = 0 for
all γ ∈ e Γ \ {σ}.
Lemma 5.3. The edge skeleton e ϕ(Gn) can be described by the following formula:
^
ν
^
i<j<`
(Xν
i ∈ π(Γ) ∨ Xν
j ∈ π(Γ) ∨ Xν
` ∈ π(Γ)) ∧ (8)
^
ν
^
i+1<j
(Xν
i ∈ π(Γ) ∨ Xν
j ∈ π(Γ)) ∧ (9)
^
ν
^
i


X
γ∈e Γ
Xν
iγ =
X
j
X
γ∈∆
Xν
jγ

 ∧ (10)
^
1<i1,...,ik<p
(Fi1,...,ik ∨ Gi1,...,ik), (11)
where
Fi1,...,ik :=
_
d∈{−1,0}k
³
(X1
i1+d1,...,Xk
ik+dk,X1
i1+d1+1,...,Xk
ik+dk+1) ∈ π(Θ)∧
^
ν
Xν
iν+(−1)dν+1 ∈ π(Γ)
´
and
Gi1,...,ik :=
_
ν
³
(Xν
iν−1,Xν
iν) ∈ π(Γ)2 ∨ (Xν
iν,Xν
iν+1) ∈ π(Γ)2
´¶
.
12Proof. Note that formulas (8), (9), and (11) are analogous to the aﬃne ver-
sions (4), (5), and (7), only formula (10) is substantially diﬀerent from (6).
Formula (6) ensures that on each tape there exists a position containing a non-
symbol. In the projective case formula (10) has an additional task. It has to
ensure that all the coordinates which are non-zero by the other homogeneous
equations, have the correct value.
The proof is similar as the proof of Lemma 5.1, we therefore only point out
the diﬀerences. Let x =
P
ν,i xν
i with xν
i ∈ S be a representative of the point
π(x) ∈ e ϕ(Gn), i.e., there exist conﬁgurations c = (cν
i )ν,i and e c = (e cν
i )ν,i and
s,t ∈ K with c ` e c and
x = sϕ(c) + tϕ(e c) =
X
ν,i
(scν
i + te cν
i ).
Formulas (8), (9), and (11) are derived analogously as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.
To prove (10), note that
P
γ xν
iγ = s + t for all ν,i. Similarly as in the aﬃne
case we get
P
j
P
γ∈∆ xν
jγ = s + t, hence (10).
On the other hand, let x =
P
ν,i xν
i with xν
i ∈ S be an element of Vn
satisfying equations (8) to (11). As in the proof of Lemma 5.1 it follows that
for all ν there exist iν with xν
iν / ∈ π(Γ) and tν
i 6= 0, σν
i ∈ Γ such that xν
i = tν
i σν
i
for all i / ∈ {iν,iν + 1}. From (10) we have that for all ν the tν
i have the same
value, say uν ∈ K×. As in the aﬃne case we obtain d1,...,dk ∈ {−1,0}, a legal
transition of windows (Σ, e Σ), and s,t ∈ K such that xν
iν+dν = sΣν
1 + te Σν
1 and
xν
iν+dν+1 = sΣν
2 +te Σν
2 for all ν. Furthermore, from (10) it follows uν = s+t for
all ν. Now we can deﬁne the two conﬁgurations c := (cν
i )ν,i and e c := (e cν
i )ν,i as
in the proof of Lemma 5.1 and conclude c ` e c, as well as x = sϕ(c) + tϕ(e c). 2
Remark 5.4. (i) Similar as in the aﬃne case we see that the above formula
can be expressed as a conjunction of O(p3 + pk) = pO(1) homogeneous
equations.
(ii) Under the condition that p(n) can be computed in logarithmic space,
the equations of the above lemma can be computed in logarithmic space
in p(n).
6 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Now we use the constructions of Sections 4 and 5 for K = C to prove Theo-
rem 1.1.
Proof. Let L ∈ PSPACE. Then L can be decided by a deterministic 2-tape
Turing machine M with the polynomial space bound p(n) and the properties
of Lemma 3.1. Let Gn = (Cn,En) be the conﬁguration graph of M for a ﬁxed
n ∈ N, and ϕ : Cn −→ Vn ' Cm its embedding as deﬁned in Section 4, where
m = 2|e Γ|p(n). The aim now is to construct a variety with exactly two connected
components. For this purpose we modify the conﬁguration graph by adding two
new vertices a,r and connecting all accepting conﬁgurations with a and all other
conﬁgurations with no successor with r. Formally, we proceed as follows. Let
A and R denote the sets of accepting and rejecting conﬁgurations, respectively.
Let further F be the set of conﬁgurations, where the next step would lead the
13head of some tape out of the legal region. Note that the sets A, R, and F can
easily be described combinatorially. Now deﬁne the graph Hn with vertex set
Dn := {a,r}
¦
∪ Cn and edge set En ∪ {{c,a}|c ∈ A} ∪ {{c,r}|c ∈ R ∪ F}. We
embed this graph into the vector space Wn := Ca ⊕ Cr ⊕ Vn via the map
ψ: Dn −→ Wn, c 7→
½
ϕ(c) if c ∈ Cn,
c if c ∈ {a,r}.
Now we construct our reduction as follows. Let w ∈ {0,1}n be an arbitrary
input. Deﬁne the variety Zw := ψ(Hn) ∪ `(ψ(i(w)),ψ(r)) ⊆ Wn, where i(w) ∈
Cn denotes the start conﬁguration on input w. In other words, we connect
the image point of the start conﬁguration with the point where all rejecting
paths end. Then we have by Lemma 2.1, that w ∈ L iﬀ i(w) and an accepting
conﬁguration of M (i.e., an element of A) are connected in Gn, which in turn
is equivalent to the property that i(w) and a are connected in Hn. Since by
Lemma 3.1 Gn has no cycles, and in Hn all vertices are connected to either a
or r, Hn has exactly two connected components. As a result we have
w ∈ L ⇔ Zw is connected.
By Lemma 5.1 we can compute equations for ϕ(Gn), and hence for Zw in loga-
rithmic space. Thus, the desired reduction is established. 2
Now we consider the following problems.
#CCC (Counting connected components of aﬃne varieties) Given polyno-
mials f1,...,fr ∈ Z[X1,...,Xn], compute the number of connected components
of Z(f1,...,fr) ⊆ Cn.
ProjConnC (Connectedness of projective varieties) Given homogeneous
polynomials f1,...,fr ∈ Z[X0,...,Xn], decide whether Z(f1,...,fr) ⊆ Pn is
connected.
#ProjCCC (Counting connected components of projective varieties) Given
homogeneous polynomials f1,...,fr ∈ Z[X0,...,Xn], compute the number of
connected components of Z(f1,...,fr) ⊆ Pn.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 is
Corollary 6.1. The problem #CCC is FPSPACE-hard with respect to Turing
reductions.
The following projective version of Theorem 1.1 is proved analogously.
Theorem 6.2. The problem ProjConnC is PSPACE-hard with respect to many-
one reductions.
Corollary 6.3. The problem #ProjCCC is FPSPACE-hard with respect to Tur-
ing reductions.
147 Proof of Theorem 1.2
Here we are going to prove Theorem 1.2. For the deﬁnition of Betti numbers
we will use singular homology, i.e., the kth Betti number bk(X) of a topological
space X is the rank of its kth singular homology group Hk(X) with integer coef-
ﬁcients [Hat02, Spa66]. Note that ProjBetti(0)C is the same as #ProjCCC.
For topological spaces X and Y we write X ≈ Y if X is homeomorphic to Y ,
and X ' Y if X is homotopy equivalent to Y .
As a ﬁrst step we consider ProjBetti(1)C. For this purpose we need the
following
Lemma 7.1. Let T = (V,E) be a tree and ϕ: V −→ Pm induce an embedding
of T. Then H1(ϕ(T)) = 0.
Proof. We show this by induction on the number N of vertices. The cases N =
0,1 are trivial, so let T = (V,E) be a tree on N + 1 vertices, and ϕ: V −→ Pm
induce an embedding of T. Let v be a leaf of T, e the unique edge adjacent to v
and consider the subgraph S := (V \{v},E \{e}). Further, denote X := ϕ(T),
let Uv be a contractible open neighbourhood of ϕ(v) in ϕ(e) ≈ S2, and US :=
X \ {ϕ(v)}. Then US is homotopy equivalent to ϕ(S), and X = Uv ∪ US. A
portion of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the excisive couple (Uv,US) is
H1(Uv) ⊕ H1(US) −→ H1(X) −→ H0(Uv ∩ US)
f
−→ H0(Uv) ⊕ H0(US),
where f = (i∗,−j∗) with the inclusions i: Uv ∩ US −→ Uv and j: Uv ∩ US −→
US. Now, H1(Uv) ' H1(US) ' 0 by contractibility and induction hypothesis.
Further, Uv ∩US, Uv, and US are connected, hence we have the exact sequence
0 −→ H1(X) −→ Z
f
−→ Z ⊕ Z.
Since the kernel of f is trivial, H1(X) ' 0 follows. 2
Remark 7.2. Since the edge skeleton of a tree embedded in an aﬃne space is
contractible, the statement of the above lemma is trivial for this case.
Proposition 7.3. The problem ProjBetti(1)C is FPSPACE-hard with respect
to Turing reductions.
Proof. We will use basically the same reduction as in the proof of Theorem
1.1. Let Hn, Wn, and ψ as deﬁned there. Consider the projective space P(Wn)
and deﬁne e ψ := π ◦ ψ, where π: Wn \ {0} −→ P(Wn) denotes the canonical
projection. Let Zw := e ψ(Hn) ∪ `(e ψ(i(w)), e ψ(r)) and recall that Hn is a forest
with two trees rooted at a and r, respectively. Let Ta and Tr denote these trees.
All we have to prove is the following:
w ∈ L ⇔ b1(Zw) = 0. (12)
To do so, view Zw as the edge skeleton under the embedding e ψ of the graph Hn
with an additional edge between r and i(w). Let this modiﬁed graph be Mw.
For the ﬁrst implication of (12) let w ∈ L. Then i(w) is a leaf in Ta. In Mw
this leaf is connected to the root of Tr, thus Mw is a tree and the claim follows
from Lemma 7.1.
15For the other implication of (12) assume w / ∈ L, hence i(w) is a leaf in Tr.
Since the Betti numbers are additive on connected components and a tree has
vanishing ﬁrst Betti number by Lemma 7.1, we can consider the graph f Mw :=
Mw\Ta. Let e denote the unique edge in Tr adjacent to i(w) and e0 := {i(w),r}
the special edge connecting the leaf to the root. Denote X := e ψ(f Mw) and
p := e ψ(i(w)). Let Up be a contractible open neighbourhood of p in e ψ(e)∪ e ψ(e0) ≈
S2∨S2, and Ur := X\{p}. Then Ur is homotopy equivalent to the edge skeleton
of a tree, hence has trivial ﬁrst homology. Furthermore, we have Up ∪ Ur = X
and Up ∩ Ur ' S1 ¦
∪ S1. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence yields
H1(Up) ⊕ H1(Ur) −→ H1(X) −→ H0(Up ∩ Ur)
f
−→ H0(Up) ⊕ H0(Ur),
where f is deﬁned as in the proof of Lemma 7.1. We have H1(Up) ' H1(Ur) ' 0,
H0(Up ∩ Ur) ' Z ⊕ Z, thus
0 −→ H1(X) −→ Z ⊕ Z
f
−→ Z ⊕ Z
is exact. The map f is given by f(x,y) = (x+y,−x−y) = (x+y)(1,−1), thus
its kernel is isomorphic to Z, hence H1(X) ' Z. 2
Remark 7.4. (i) In fact we have proven that it is PSPACE-hard to decide if
the ﬁrst Betti number of a projective variety vanishes.
(ii) The proof works also in the aﬃne case.
To prove the corresponding result for higher Betti numbers we utilize the
following construction. Let X ⊆ Pn be a projective variety, and embed Pn ⊆
Pn+1 via (x0 : ··· : xn) 7→ (x0 : ··· : xn : 0). The (algebraic) suspension
Σ(X) ⊆ Pn+1 is by deﬁnition the join of X with one point in Pn+1 \ Pn, say
p := (0 : ··· : 0 : 1), i.e., Σ(X) is the union of all lines in Pn+1 joining some
point x ∈ X with p. The suspension is described by the same equations as X,
now considered as polynomials in C[X0,...,Xn+1]. Thus, the computation of
the suspension is trivial.
For us, the crucial property of the suspension is the following shift of Betti
numbers.
Proposition 7.5.
bk(X) = bk+2(Σ(X)) for all k ∈ N. (13)
With Proposition 7.5 it is clear that the mapping X 7→ Σ(X) is a reduction
from ProjBetti(k)C to ProjBetti(k + 2)C. Together with Corollary 6.3 and
Proposition 7.3 this proves Theorem 1.2.
Remark 7.6. (i) As above we have proven that it is PSPACE-hard to decide
if the kth Betti number of a projective variety vanishes.
(ii) One can carry out an analogous construction over R. In this way one gets
an alternative proof for the FPSPACE-hardness of the problem to compute
the kth Betti number of a real projective or aﬃne algebraic set.
To prepare the proof of Proposition 7.5 we will construct the blow-up of Σ(X)
and show that it is a sphere bundle over X. We proceed as follows.
16Consider the projection centered at p as a rational map Pn+1 99K Pn, and let
ϕ: Σ(X) 99K X denote its restriction to Σ(X). Now we deﬁne e Σ(X) ⊆ Pn+1×Pn
to be the graph of ϕ, i.e., the closure of the graph of ϕ|Σ(X)\{p} in Pn+1×Pn.
Let q: e Σ(X) −→ Pn+1 be the restriction of the projection onto the ﬁrst factor,
which is a closed map by compactness. This map (or simply the space e Σ(X))
is called the blow-up of Σ(X) at p (cf. [Har92]). The set U := q−1(Σ(X) \ {p})
is dense in e Σ(X), and
q: e Σ(X) −→ Σ(X) (14)
is a surjection mapping U homeomorphically onto Σ(X) \ {p}. Now consider
the special ﬁbre E := q−1(p). Then q induces a homeomorphism
e Σ(X)/E
≈ −→ Σ(X).
We also note that E = {(p,x)|x ∈ X}. Indeed, for x ∈ X we have
(p,x) = lim
s→0
((sx : 1),x)
| {z }
∈U
, (15)
and this point lies in the closure of U, hence in E. On the other hand, each
point in U is of the form ((sx : t),x) with s,t ∈ C, s 6= 0 and x ∈ X. Since each
point (p,x) ∈ E can be written as a limit of points in U, it follows x ∈ X.
Our aim is to apply the Thom-Gysin sequence to e Σ(X). In order to do this we
have to prove that it is an orientable sphere bundle in the sense of orientation
according to [Spa66, p. 259], which applies to general q-sphere bundles ξ =
(π: ˙ E −→ X). To deﬁne this notion, construct the corresponding (q + 1)-disc
bundle E −→ X with ∂E = ˙ E. By deﬁnition E is the mapping cylinder of the
bundle projection π together with the retraction of E to X as the new bundle
projection. By an orientation class of the q-sphere bundle ξ we mean a class
U ∈ Hq+1(E, ˙ E) with the property that its restriction Ux to each ﬁbre pair
(Ex, ˙ Ex) ≈ (Dq+1,Sq) over x generates Hq+1(Ex, ˙ Ex) ' Z. If such a class Uξ
exists, ξ is called orientable, and in this case (ξ,Uξ) is called an oriented q-sphere
bundle.
Lemma 7.7. Let ξ = (π: ˙ E −→ X) be an oriented q-sphere bundle, and Y ⊆ X
a subspace. Then π−1(Y ) −→ Y is also an orientable q-sphere bundle.
Proof. Let ˙ F := π−1(Y ), and F −→ Y be the corresponding q+1-disc bundle.
Then the claim follows immediately from the fact, that the diagram
(Ex, ˙ Ex) ,→ (E, ˙ E)
k ↑
(Fx, ˙ Fx) ,→ (F, ˙ F)
commutes for each x ∈ Y . 2
Lemma 7.8. The space e Σ(X) is an orientable 2-sphere bundle over X.
Proof. Deﬁne π: e Σ(X) −→ X to be the restriction of the projection pr2: Pn+1×
Pn −→ Pn onto the second factor.
17To show that e Σ(X) is locally trivial we use coordinates X0,...,Xn for Pn
and Z0,...,Zn+1 for Pn+1. Set Ui := X ∩ {Xi 6= 0} ⊆ X ⊆ Pn and Vi :=
π−1(Ui) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Then Vi = e Σ(X) ∩ (Pn+1 × {Xi 6= 0}). Now deﬁne the
maps
ϕi: Vi −→ Ui × P1, (z,x) 7→ (x,(zi : zn+1)), (16)
as well as
ψi: Ui × P1 −→ Vi, (x,(s : t)) 7→ ((sx : txi),x).
One easily checks that these maps are inverse to each other, hence ϕi is a
homeomorphism.
It remains to show that e Σ(X) is orientable. Denote by D(X) −→ X the
3-disc bundle corresponding to e Σ(X). To prove the existence of an orientation
class, we use the embedding of X in the smooth complex manifold Pn, i.e., we
consider the diagram
(D(X), e Σ(X)) ⊆ (D(Pn), e Σ(Pn))
↓ ↓
X ⊆ Pn,
where the spaces on the right are smooth, hence orientable (as manifolds). Then
it is well-known that there exists the Thom class τ ∈ H3(D(Pn), e Σ(Pn)) [Bre97,
p. 368]. Since Pn is also connected, it follows from Corollary 11.6 of [Bre97,
p. 370] that the restriction of τ to the ﬁbre (D(Pn)x, e Σ(Pn)x) of each point
x ∈ X is a generator. Hence the Thom class serves as an orientation class for
e Σ(Pn) in the above sense. It follows from Lemma 7.7 that e Σ(X) −→ X is also
orientable. 2
Proof of Proposition 7.5. Because of Lemma 7.8 we can apply the Thom-Gysin
sequence (Theorem 11 from Section 5.7 of [Spa66, p. 260]) to the orientable 2-
sphere bundle e Σ(X) −→ X and get the exact sequence
··· −→ Hk(X)
ρ
−→ Hk+2(e Σ(X))
π∗ −→ Hk+2(X)
Ψ −→ Hk−1(X) −→ ···
The embedding i: X −→ e Σ(X), x 7→ (p,x) satisﬁes π ◦i = idX, hence π∗ ◦i∗ =
idH∗(X), thus π∗ is surjective. Then Ψ is the zero map, hence ρ is injective, and
we get the short exact sequence
0 −→ Hk(X) −→ Hk+2(e Σ(X)) −→ Hk+2(X) −→ 0, (17)
which splits by i∗. It follows
Hk+2(e Σ(X)) = Hk+2(X) ⊕ Hk(X) for k ∈ Z. (18)
To compute the homology of Σ(X) recall that it is homeomorphic to the
quotient space e Σ(X)/E. We want to apply Theorem 2.13 from [Hat02, p. 114],
where we need the following technical condition.
Claim E = i(X) is a deformation retract of a neighbourhood in e Σ(X).
Let D ⊆ P1 be an open disc around (0 : 1). Deﬁne e D :=
Sn
i=0 ϕ
−1
i (Ui×D), where
the ϕi are the trivializations deﬁned in (16). Then e D is an open neighbourhood
of E, and for all (z,x) ∈ e D we have zn+1 6= 0. Now deﬁne
r: e D −→ E, (z,x) 7→ (p,x).
18Then r ◦ i = idE, thus r is a retraction. To show that r is homotopic to the
identity on e D, deﬁne
H: [0,1] × e D −→ e D, Ht(z,x) := ((tz0 : ··· : tzn : zn+1),x).
Then H is continuous, and we have H0(z,x) = ((0 : zn+1),x) = (p,x) = r(z,x),
as well as H1(z,x) = (z,x) for all (z,x) ∈ e D. Thus, the claim is proved.
Now we can apply Theorem 2.13 from [Hat02, p. 114], and get the following
exact sequence.
··· −→ Hk+2(X)
i∗ −→ Hk+2(e Σ(X))
q∗ −→ Hk+2(Σ(X))
∂ −→ Hk+1(X) −→ ···
Here q: e Σ(X) −→ Σ(X) is the projection (14). The above sequence is originally
formulated for the reduced homology, but we restrict to the case k ≥ 0.
Now we use (18) and deduce from (17), that kerq∗ = imi∗ = Hk+2(X)
via the isomorphism (18). Hence, q∗ induces an injective map Hk(X) −→
Hk+2(Σ(X)). Since i∗ is injective, we have 0 = keri∗ = im∂, hence ker∂ =
Hk+2(Σ(X)) = imq∗, thus q∗ is surjective. It follows
Hk(X) = Hk+2(Σ(X)) for k ≥ 0,
completing the proof of Proposition 7.5. 2
A The Real Reachability Problem
In this appendix we prove that the reachability problem for compact real alge-
braic sets is PSPACE-hard. This ﬁlls a gap in the original FPSPACE-hardness
proof for the problem of counting the connected components of real algebraic
sets in [BC]. There the Lemmas 8.14 and 8.15 are false, which are used to prove
Proposition 8.16. We prove this proposition here with diﬀerent methods.
Let us ﬁrst state the precise problem. We denote by ZR(f1,...,fr) the real
aﬃne zero set of the polynomials f1,...,fr ∈ R[X1,...,Xn].
ReachR (Reachability of real algebraic varieties) Given polynomials f,g,h ∈
Z[X1,...,Xn], decide whether there exist points p ∈ ZR(f,g) and q ∈ ZR(f,h)
which lie in the same connected component of ZR(f).
We denote by CReachR the same problem restricted to the case where
ZR(f) is compact. We prove the following
Proposition A.1. The problem CReachR is PSPACE-hard with respect to
many-one reductions.
Proof. Since projective varieties are compact, we use the projective embed-
ding of Section 4 and a standard realisation of the real projective space as an
aﬃne variety. So let M be a polynomial space Turing machine deciding the
language L. We can assume that M has only one accepting conﬁguration cacc.
Let the real projective space Pn and the map e ϕ: Cn −→ Pn be deﬁned as in (3)
with K = R. According to Lemmas 4.3 and 5.3 this map induces an embed-
ding of the conﬁguration graph of M, and its edge skeleton can be described
by equations, which can be computed in logarithmic space in n. Let m be the
19dimension of the projective space Pn, so that Pn ' Pm. It is well known (see
for instance [BCR98]) that Pm is homeomorphic to the following subvariety of
the set of real (m + 1) × (m + 1)-matrices
Hm := {A ∈ R(m+1)×(m+1) |A = At, A = A2, trA = 1}.
The homeomorphism maps a line in Rm+1 to the matrix describing the orthog-
onal projection onto the line with respect to the standard basis. It is explicitly
given by
h: Pm −→ Hm, (x0 : ··· : xm) 7→
µ
xixj
hx,xi
¶
i,j
,
where h·,·i denotes the standard scalar product on Rm+1. Now let Z ⊆ Pm
be an algebraic variety given by the homogeneous polynomials f1,...,fr ∈
R[X0,...,Xm]. Then its image h(Z) ⊆ Hn ⊆ R(m+1)
2
is given as follows
h(Z) = {A = (aij) ∈ Hn |
r ^
i=1
m ^
j=0
fi(a0j,...,amj) = 0}. (19)
Indeed, let x ∈ Pm be some zero of f1,...,fr. Then
fi(h(x)0j,...,h(x)mj) =fi
µ
xj
hx,xi
x0,...,
xj
hx,xi
xm
¶
=
µ
xj
hx,xi
¶deg fi
fi(x) = 0.
for all i,j. On the other hand, let A ∈ Hm be some matrix satisfying equa-
tions (19). This means nothing else that all column vectors of A lie in Z, which
are just the images of the canonical basis vectors, i.e., h−1(A) = imA ∈ Z.
Now we describe the desired reduction. On input w ∈ {0,1}n we can
compute the homogeneous equations for the edge skeleton e ϕ(Gn) ⊆ Pm of
the conﬁguration graph, use these equations to construct equations for Z :=
h(e ϕ(Gn)) ⊆ R(m+1)
2
according to (19), and use the usual sum-of-squares trick
to obtain one integer polynomial f describing Z. Furthermore, we take the
two conﬁgurations i(w) and cacc, compute their images pw := h(e ϕ(i(w))) and
qacc := h(e ϕ(cacc))) explicitly, from which we can easily compute polynomials g
and h describing the points implicitly, i.e., ZR(g) = {pw} and ZR(h) = {qacc}.
Then it is clear that the map w 7→ (f,g,h) is computable in logarithmic space
and w ∈ L iﬀ (f,g,h) ∈ CReachR. 2
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